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Abstract 
Knapp, E., Derivation of concurrent programs: two examples, Science of Computer Programming 
19 (1992) 1-23. 
We give two examples of how concurrent programs can be derived from their specifications much 
like sequential ones. As a formal framework for our research we use the UNITY formalism, due 
to Chandy and Misra. Starting from an initial UNITY specification we proceed in a series of 
strengthening steps until the specification is restrictive enough to be translated directly into UNITY 
code. The programs we obtain this way may be further refined to increase their efficiency, reduce 
their grain of atomicity, or to allow for easy implementation on a particular architecture. The 
final programs satisfy Reynold’s condition in that each atomic action mentions at most one shared 
variable, and are therefore implemented easily and efficiently on a variety of architectures. 
Introduction 
We give two examples of deriving concurrent programs from their specifications. 
The examples share the fact that they both deal with transformational programs, 
i.e. programs that operate on a certain input, and upon termination yield certain 
output. They are also alike in that their proofs of correctness depend crucially on 
a notion of weak fairness, which has complicated existing proofs of these programs 
considerably (cf. [13]). Since fairness is “built into” the formal reasoning system 
of UNITY [3], we are able to avoid these complications. Another aspect that has 
made existing proofs long and tedious is the fact that in traditional methods concerns 
of termination detection and the actual computation of the results were lumped 
together (cf. [4,13]). UNITY allows us to concentrate on solving the problem at 
hand, and treats the problem of termination detection as a separate concern to be 
addressed by the implementation of a UNITY program. 
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A pleasant surprise to us was that the programs obtained satisfy Reynold’s 
condition [ 14,151 in that each statement in them mentions at most one shared 
variable. Such programs are very easily implemented on parallel (shared-variable) 
and distributed (message-passing) architectures, since the stipulation that each 
individual statement of the program be executed atomically can be dropped. A final 
merit of our approach is the fact that many of our programs are derived rather 
straightforwardly from their specifications, in contrast to the mostly a posteriori 
verifications found in the literature. 
Below we give an overview of how transformational programs are specified in 
UNITY. A detailed introduction to our notation is given later. 
In sequential programming, a specification of a program s has the form of a 
Hoare-triple: 
with P and Q denoting pre- and postcondition, respectively. In UNITY this program 
may be specified as: 
W-s 3 Ql, 
P I-+ FP.s, 
where FP.s is a predicate denoting the set of fixpoints of program s (reaching a 
fixpoint is the notion of termination in UNITY). The first line of this specification 
expresses that when the program is at a fixpoint, Q holds. The second line states 
that if P holds, a fixpoint will be reached eventually. Program development proceeds 
by transforming the initial specification by a series of strengthening steps into one 
which can be implemented straightforwardly. In the course of these refinements, 
new program variables may be added to the specification, invariants may be intro- 
duced, etc. Often, the programs obtained this way are refined even further to increase 
their efficiency, reduce their grain of atomicity, or to allow for easy implementation 
on a particular architecture. 
The two examples we shall consider use different heuristics to obtain the programs. 
In the first example, the progress requirement is refined to obtain the statements of 
the program, whereas the second example uses a transformation of the fixpoint 
predicate to arrive first at a correct but inefficient program, which is then refined 
to a smaller grain of atomicity. 
While there is a large body of work on a posteriori verification of concurrent 
programs, very little is known about the construction of such programs from their 
specifications. Our work is probably closest in spirit to the work by Dijkstra and 
others [5,6]. It is also related to the refinement calculus of Back [ 11. 
The paper is organized as follows. First, we give an introduction to our notation 
and to the formalism of UNITY. We then derive a solution to the problem of the 
parallel linear search. Next, we solve the problem of asynchronously finding fixpoints 
of monotonic functions. We close with a discussion of our work. 
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I. Notation 
1.1. Notational conventions 
We shall use the following notational conventions: function application is left- 
associative and denoted by an infix dot; quantified expressions are written in the 
format 
(0 x : r.x : Lx), 
where 0 is any associative and symmetric operator. Furthermore, x is called the 
dummy, r.x is called the range, t.x the term of the quantification. In case 0 has an 
identity element e, (Ox : false : t.x) is well-defined and equal to e. If in a quantified 
formula the range is omitted, quantification is over all elements of the domain of 
the dummy.’ 
For example, (Vi : 0 4 i A i < n : A.i > 0) holds if and only if all elements of A in 
the range between 0 and n - 1 are positive. Likewise (+i : : A.i) denotes the sum of 
all elements of A; in the latter example, the range of i is understood from the given 
context. 
The operators we use are summarized below, ordered by binding powers, with 
the top row having the weakest binding power and the bottom row having the 
strongest. Definitions of all new operators will be given as they are needed. 
unless, invariant, ensures, H, 
E 
& 3, 
A, “9 
1, 
=, #, E, i, 5, <, >, 2, 4, 
+, -7 
“.” (function application). 
State predicates are boolean expressions over program variables. For example, 
with x and y denoting program variables of type int, x> 0 A y = 2 is a state 
predicate. We use P, Q, and R to denote state predicates. 
We use the notational convention that implicitly all formulae are universally 
quantified over all free variables occurring in them. Free variables are variables that 
are neither dummies nor program variables. 
1.2. The everywhere operator 
Universal quantification over all program variables is denoted by surrounding a 
state predicate by square brackets [ ] (pronounced everywhere). This unary operator 
’ When the term of the quantification is a predicate, we write V instead of A, and 3 instead of v. 
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has all the properties of universal quantification over a non-empty range. Its sig- 
nificance becomes apparent, for instance, in the formulation of Leibniz’s Rule of 
substitution of equals: 
Its use is also crucial in the definition of ensures. For a detailed discussion of this 
notation see [7]. 
1.3. Proof format 
Most of our proofs are purely calculational in the sense that they consist of a 
number of syntactic transformations instead of semantic reasoning steps. We use a 
proof format that was first proposed by Feijen, Dijkstra and others, and that greatly 
facilitates this kind of proof. 
For example, a proof that [A= D] may be rendered in our format as 
= A {hint why [A = B]} 
= ’ {hint why [B = C]} 
=‘{hint why [C-D]} 
D 
We also allow other transitive operators in the leftmost column. Among these are 
the more traditional implies (=s), but also, for reasons of symmetry, follows-from 
(c=). It turns out that the latter is more than a mere convenience: proofs that strike 
the reader as requiring considerable clairvoyance when presented in one direction, 
when written the other way round, will have the pleasant property that each 
manipulation is strongly suggested by what was done previously. 
We leave this discussion at these very general remarks. For a more thorough 
treatment of this subject the reader is referred to [7]. 
1.4. An introduction to UNITY 
Parallel program design in UNITY is the subject of a recent book 131. Here, we 
shall give a simplified treatment of UNITY. 
Programs in UNITY 
For our purposes, a UNITY program F has three parts: 
(0) The declare-section (dec1are.F) contains a series of Pascal-style declarations. 
(1) The initially-section is a set of equations defining the initial values for some 
or all the program variables. We identify the set of possible initial states with 
its characteristic predicate, denoted by initially. F. 
(2) The assign-section (assign.F) is a finite non-empty set of multiple assignment 
statements. 
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We omit the program name if it is understood from the context. 
Let x denote a list of program variables, and Jx a list of expressions, possibly 
depending on x and matching the variables in x in number and type. The assign- 
section contains statements of the form 
x:=$x if b 
where x:=$x is a multiple assignment statement and b is a boolean expression. 
With wp standing for Dijkstra’s weakest precondition, we define the predicate 
transformer semantics of such a statement as follows: 
[wp.“x:=$x if b”.Q dzf (b 3 (x:=$x).@ A (lb + Q)] (DO) 
where (x :=jx).Q stands for Q with all occurrences of variables in x simultaneously 
replaced by the matching expressions in Jx. 
As an example consider the statement x, y := y, x if x < y. To derive the weakest 
precondition such that this statement establishes the predicate x > y we calculate 
wp.“x, y := y, x if x < y”.(x > y) 
= {(DO)} 
(x<y 3 (x,y:=y,x).(x>y)) A (xsy 3 x>y) 
= {definition substitution, simplify second conjunct} 
(x<y 3 y>x) A xzy 
= {first conjunct simplifies to true} 
x#Y 
We write the sets of equations in initially and statements in assign as lists separated 
by the operator 0. This operator is symmetric, associative, and idempotent. When 
used to separate equations its semantics are those of logical conjunction (A). In the 
assign-section it serves as a statement separator and its identity element is the empty 
assignment, commonly denoted by skip. 
From an operational point of view, we can think of a UNITY program as being 
executed by repeating the following ad infinitum: select any statement from assign 
and execute it. The only requirement we impose on the selectiou process is that 
each statement in the set be selected infinitely often. 
As a consequence, UNITY programs do not terminate in the conventional sense. 
Rather, a UNITY program is considered terminated when it reaches a fixpoint, i.e. 
a state that is repeated forever. Formally, the fixpoint operator FP is a mapping 
from programs to predicates, defined as 
FP.F ef (VS : SE assign.F : eq.S) 
where eq.S is S with “:=” replaced by “=” and “if” replaced by “C=“. For example, 
eq.(x:= xf 1 if x <y) 
= {definition} 
x=x+1 c% x<y 
= {arithmetic and predicate calculus) 
x2y 
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The speci$cation language 
Specifications in UNITY are written using the basic operators FP, unless, ensures, 
and ++ (pronounced “leads to”). Using the predicate transformer semantics of the 
individual statements in assign we define 
P unless Q gf (VS:SEassign:[PAiQ * wp.S.(PvQ)]). (Dl) 
Intuitively, P unless Q means that whenever predicate P holds for a program 
state, Q holds in this state, or P continues to hold at least until Q holds. Note that 
this allows for the case that Q never holds; in such a case P continues to hold forever. 
As an example of an unless property consider the specification: a hungry phil- 
osopher remains hungry until he eats (if ever). Formally: 
(Vphil : : phiLhungry unless phileats). 
There is a special case of unless that deserves special attention, because it occurs 
quite frequently. Consider the property P unless false. Going back to the definition 
of unless we find that this specifies that each statement preserves l? We call such a 
predicate a stable property and define 
stable P dzf P unless false. 032) 
An example of a stable property is the fact that sent.ch, the number of messages 
sent along channel ch, does not decrease. We write this as 
(Vk : : stable sent.ch 2 k). 
Note that by the definition of fixpoint, stable FP.F for any program F. 
Another concept that turns out to be of great importance is that of an invariant. 
Its definition is straightforward: 
invariant P dsf (initially 3 P) A stable l? (D3) 
An example of an invariant property is the requirement that neighboring philosphers 
do not eat simultaneously, i.e. 
invariant (VphilO, phi11 : : l(phiZO.eats A phill.eats A 
phi10 neighbor phill)). 
The reader may have noticed that so far the properties one can specify are limited 
to safety properties, i.e. properties that disallow certain transitions between program 
states. When specifying concurrent programs, however, we are often interested in 
stating that a certain predicate holds at some point in the future. For instance, we 
want a transformational program to reach a fixpoint eventually. 
In UNITY such requirements are expressed using H; informally, P-Q states 
that if P holds in some state of the program, then eventually a state is reached in 
which Q holds. 
As an example, consider the requirement that a hungry philosopher eat 
eventually. We write this as: 
(Vphil : : phil.hungry I-+ phil.eats). 
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Next we want to investigate this new operator more closely. What properties should 
H have? Clearly, we want it to be transitive, i.e. 
(Transitivity) 
Furthermore, we have to supply a method to prove a H property from the text of 
a program. In order to do this we define an operator ensures using predicate 
transformer semantics in the following way: 
P ensures Q d2 
(P unless Q) A (3S:S~assign:[Pr\lQ + wp.S.Q]). (D4) 
This definition formalizes the idea that, since each statement in assign is executed 
infinitely often, some S that establishes Q will eventually be executed in a state 
satisfying P. 
Using ensures we can now continue with the definition of H: 
P ensures Q 
P-Q . 
This states that every ensures property is a ++ property. 
Another property of ++ is its disjunctivity in its first argument: 
(Vk:kE V:P.k ++ Q) 
(3k:kEV:P.k) H Q 
(Basis) 
(Disjunction) 
where V is any set. 
Formally, ++ is now defined as the strongest relation satisfying the axioms of 
(Basis), (Transitivity), and (Disjunction). 
It has been shown [lo] that adding the single proof rule 
invariant P 
[PI 
(Completeness) 
renders the UNITY proof system-consisting of (DO)-(D4) and (Basis), 
(Transitivity), and (Disjunction)-sound and relatively complete. 
Program composition 
The union of two programs F and G, denoted FIG, is obtained by combining 
the corresponding sections of the two programs: the declare-section of FOG is 
formed by merging the declarations of the component programs and removing 
duplicates; the initially-section of the composite program is the conjunction of the 
initially-sections of the components (the initializations of variables must not conflict, 
i.e. the resulting predicate must not be false everywhere); the assign-section of FOG 
is the (set-theoretic) union of the assign-sections of F and G. With these definitions, 
IJ is a symmetric, associative, and idempotent operator. 
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When composing programs we often need to make explicit to which component 
a property refers. We do this by adding the program name to the property, as in 
P unless Q in F. 
Theorems about UNITY operators 
Using the operators we just defined, we can now prove a number of useful results. 
They will come in handy when we refine specifications and reason about the 
correctness of parallel programs. The theorems are given here without proof. Detailed 
proofs can be found in [3], unless indicated otherwise. 
0 unless 
P unless Q, [Q + R] 
P unless R 
(RHS rule) 
(Vk: kE V:P.k unless Q.k) 
(Vk:: P.k) unless (Vk::P.kv Q.k) A (3k:: Q.k) 
(Conjunction, from [ 121) 
(Vk: kE V: P.k unless Q.k) 
(tlk::P.k) unless (3k::nP.kvQ.k) A (3k::Q.k) 
(Disjunction, from [ 121) 
where V is any set. 
l invariant 
invariant P, stable Q 
invariant P v Q 
l ensures 
P ensures Q, [Q =+ R] 
P ensures R 
OH 
P-Q, [Q * RI 
P-R 
[P * Ql, Q-R 
P-R 
PH Q, R unless D 
PAR H (QAR) v D 
(Vi:isZ:Pi H Q.ivR), (Vi:iEI:Q.innless R) 
(Vi:iEZ:P.i) ++ (Vi:iEZ:Q.i) v R 
(Consequence) 
(RHS rule) 
(RHS rule) 
(LHS rule) 
(PSP) 
(Completion) 
(Vm:mc W:Pr\M=m H (PAM>m) v Q) 
P-Q 
(Induction) 
where I is any finite set, ( W, >) is well-founded, and M is a mapping from 
the program state to W (M is called a metric or variant function). 
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Composition theorems 
(Double bars indicate if and only iJ) 
P unless Q in F, P unless Q in G 
P unless Q in F[ G 
(unless) 
P ensures Q in F, P unless Q in G 
P ensures Q in F 1 G 
(ensures) 
invariant P in F, invariant P in G 
invariant P in F 0 G 
(invariant) 
[FP.(F[G) z FP.F/\FP.G]. (FP) 
The following theorem captures how one program may interfere with the H 
properties of another by a change in the shared state space. 
P-QinF 
PhS=K H QvSfKinFOG 
(++, from [ 161) 
where S is the list of all variables shared between F and G, and K is a free variable. 
We shall also use the following principle of Locality: for any predicate P mention- 
ing only program variables outside program F we have: stable P in F. 
1.5. Refinement of speciJcations 
We now formalize the notion of refinement. Let A and B be specifications (e.g. 
sets of UNITY properties, interpreted conjunctively). We say that A refines B if A 
is logically stronger than B (i.e. we can prove B from A). 
Each of the refinement steps in the following sections will be of this form: a set 
of UNITY properties is replaced by another that is shown to refine it. 
1.6. Data rejinement 
We have the following principle of data refinement in UNITY [ll]. Let x be a 
list of abstract program variables, and y be a list of concrete program variables. A 
coupling is a UNITY specification of the form invariant x R y, where R is a relation 
that is left-total, i.e. (Vx : : (3y : : x R y)). 
A principle of data refinement can now be formulated as 
c is a coupling, A h C refines B 
A refines B 
(Data Refinement) 
2. Parallel Linear Search 
We offer a formal derivation and proof of a solution to the following problem: 
given a function from integers to booleans, find a point at which the function yields 
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true. This note was prompted by a lecture by Krzysztof Apt [13] in which he used 
program transformations to demonstrate the correctness of a solution to the Parallel 
Linear Search problem. 
It turns out that not only are our proofs shorter, but we are also able to develop 
program and proof hand in hand. This is not surprising since a posteriori correctness 
arguments tend to be neither concise nor elegant. 
2.1. Problem speci$cation 
The problem is the following: Given a function f: int + bool, find an i such that 
jIi, if such an i exists. 
Couched in UNITY notation, we obtain the following specification for program 
PLS (Parallel Linear Search) with integer variable i: 
[FP.PLS 3 Ji], 
(3z::Jz) H FP.PLS. 
(PLSO) 
(PLSl) 
2.2. Design of a solution 
We propose to search the positive and negative integers in parallel. To this end 
we introduce two new variables x and y, together with the coupling (PLS3). It is 
straightforward to verify that the relation i R (x, y) defined by (PLS3) is left-total. 
[FP.PLS 3 f.‘x vj’y], (PLSZ) 
invariant f-x v$y * $i. (PLS3) 
The correctness of this refinement follows from the (Data Refinement) rule, the 
(Completeness) rule, and the transitivity of implication. 
In the next strengthening step we restrict the domains of x and y appropriately 
by adding the invariants 
invariant x 2 0, (PLS4) 
invariant y s 0. (PLSS) 
The parallel components communicate through a shared boolean variable found 
which indicates successful termination of the search. This idea is captured formally 
by the following strengthening of the above specification ((PLS2) is replaced; 
(PLS3)-( PLSS) are retained): 
[FP.PLS + found], (PLS6) 
invariant found * jx vjy. (PLS7) 
In a final strengthening step we eliminate the occurrence of FP.PLS from (PLSl) 
by replacing (PLSl) and (PLS6) by 
[FP.PLS = found], (PLS8) 
(32 : :jz) ++ found. (PLS9) 
Clearly, (PLS8) implies (PLS6), and (PLS8) and (PLS9) imply (PLSl). 
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At this point the specification comprises (PLS4), (PLSS), and (PLS7)-(PLS9). 
Our task is now to design two programs, POS and NEG, such that POSO NEG 
implements PLS. We propose the following design for POS with local variable x: 
[FP.POS - found], (POSO) 
(3z:z>O:Jz) - found, (POSl) 
invariant found * jx, (POS2) 
invariant x 2 0. (POS3) 
Note that all properties are in POS. Thus, we have achieved a complete separation 
of the specifications of the two parallel tasks. 
The design of NEG is completely symmetric and is obtained by replacing POS, 
x, and 3 by NEG, y, and s in the previous specification. 
Correctness of the design 
We now demonstrate the correctness of our design, i.e. (PLS4), (PLSS), and 
(PLS7)-(PLS9) follow from (PLSO)-(PLS3) and (NEGO)-(NEG3). 
l (PLS4) and (PLSS) follow from (POS3), (NEG3), and the principle of Locality 
for x and y. 
. (PLS7): 
invariant found + jx vjy in POSO NEG 
+ {Composition Theorem for invariant} 
(invariant found + jx vfy in POS) A 
(invariant found =+J fx vJy in NEG) 
C= {(Consequence)} 
(invariant found + J.‘x in POS) A (stable Jy in POS) A 
(invariant found + jIy in NEG) A (stable jIx in NEG) 
= ((POS2); (NEG2); Locality} 
true 
l (PLS8) follows directly from (POSO), (NEGO), and the Composition Theorem 
for FP. 
. (PLS9): 
(3z:z?O:Jz) H found in POS 
=3 {Composition Theorem for H with S, K, G := found, false, NEG} 
(3z:z~O:jIz) A (found =faZse) - 
found v (found #false) in POSO NEG 
= {predicate calculus} 
(3~: z 3 0:jIz) A ifound ++ found in POSO NEG 
3 {(Disjunction) with (3z:z~O:~z)~found - found in POSONEG} 
(3z:z>O:Jz) H found in POSONEG 
Symmetrically we obtain (32 : z d 0 :Jz) ++ found in NEG 0 POS. Combining 
both by disjunction we get (PLS9) as desired. 
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Implementation of POS 
We now develop a program from the specification of POS. What do we already 
know about this program? It has (at least) two variables, x and found. Those have 
to be initialized such that all invariants are met. Since we don’t know anything 
about J; the simplest way to establish (POS2) initially is by setting found = faZse.2 
There is no obvious initial value for x. So we arrive at: 
program POS 
declare x: int 0 found : boo1 
initially x = ? jj found = false 
assign ? 
end 
where the places marked ? remain to be filled in. If we look at (POS2) we see that 
found = true indicates that our search has been successful. Remember that (POSO) 
implies stablefound, i.e. we had better set found only to true. Combining these 
observations we propose as our first statement: 
found := true if f.‘x. 
Note that the statement establishes (all properties are in POS): 
jIx ensures found. (POS4) 
Furthermore, the fixpoint predicate for this statement is [$‘x =+ found]. 
Our next goal is to investigate how we can establish (POSl). Let us therefore 
massage this property a bit. 
(3z:z~O:jz) H found 
= {trading} 
(3z:z~Or\_/Iz:true) * found 
C= {(Disjunction)} 
(Vz:zaO~Jz: true * found) 
ti {(Induction) and (POS5) below} 
(Vz:z~OAJz:(Vm:O<mAm<z:x=m - foundvx>m)) 
For the induction to be well-founded we have to require 
invariant (Vz : z 3 0 ~$z : x S z). (POS5) 
Remark. From (POS5) it also follows that POS finds the least x 3 0 such that $x. 
* A slightly more complicated choice is found =jx. 
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Note that our first statement trivially satisfies this invariant. Note also that in 
order to establish (POS5) initially, we had better see to it that initially x = 0. 
Returning to our previous derivation we observe for any z and m, such that 
z>O~$zandO~rn~rn<z: 
x=m e found v x>m 
-C= {(Disjunction)} 
(x = m A found - found) A (x = m A jx - found) A 
(x=m A ifIx A ifound H x>m) 
The last step is not as surprising as it may first seem. It just consists of separating 
what we already know from what we still have to establish. The first conjunct of 
the last formula holds trivially. The second conjunct is a direct consequence of 
(POS4). Hence we are left with the third conjunct above: 
x=m A 1$X A ifound H x>m 
e {property of ++} 
x = m A 1$x A ifound ensures x > m (POS6) 
We conclude that (POSl) can be replaced by (POS4)-(POS6). 
Now it takes only a moment’s reflection to find the statement that establishes 
(POS6), i.e. 
x := x + k if ifix A ifound 
for some positive k. Calculating the fixpoint predicate for the new statement we 
obtain (after some simplification) [1$x + found]. 
From the conjunction of the fixpoints of the two statements we now get 
[FP.POS = found], as required by (POSO). In addition, the first statement of our 
program does not violate 
x = m A i_fx A ifound unless x > m 
since it has no effect when 1$x. Below we demonstrate the preservation of the 
stability parts of (POS2) and (POS5), together with $x unless found, as required 
by (POS4). 
Our first proof obligation is: 
[ (ifound v fx) A 1$x A ifound + 
wp.“x := x + k”.(lfound v$x)] 
which simplifies (by predicate calculus and the definition of wp) to the tautology 
[1$x A ifound + ifound vj(x+ k)]. 
From (POSO) and (POS2) we conclude as before stablefx, from which Jx unless 
found follows. 
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Concerning (POS5) we observe 
l_fX A 1found A (Vz:zs0 A “fz:xsz) 
+ {predicate calculus; _/Ix #Jz + x # z) 
(Vz:zaO A $z:x<z) 
= {arithmetic} 
(Vz:zZO A jIz:x+l<z) 
= {definition wp} 
Wp.“X := X + l”.(vZ : Z 2 0 A f.Z : X < Z) 
which matches our proof obligation just in case k = 1. 
2.3. The program 
We summarize all of the above by the following program: 
program POS 
declare x : int 0 found : boo/ 
initially x = 0 0 found =faZse 
assign found := true if jIx 0 
x := x-t 1 if 1$x A lfound 
end 
NEG is obtained again completely symmetrically by the substitution POS, x, + := 
NEG, y, -. 
Observe that each statement of the program accesses the shared variable found 
at most once. Finally, we would like to point out that POS (and therefore NEG) 
generalizes easily to an arbitrary number N, N > 0, of parallel programs in the 
following way. Let i be such that 0 G i A i < N. Then we get for program i: 
program POS. i 
declare x. i : int [ found : boo1 
initially x.i = i 0 found = false 
assign found := true if jI(x.i) 0 
x.i:= x.i+ N if l$(x.i) A lfound 
end 
The only significant difference to the previous program (apart from the increased 
parallelism) is that for N > 1 we can no longer guarantee to find the least k such 
that jIk. 
3. Asynchronous fixpoint computation 
We develop a concurrent program to solve the problem of finding fixpoints of 
monotonic functions. This problem has many applications, especially in the area 
of logic programming and deductive databases [ 191. 
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Our development proceeds in stages. First, a solution with a large grain of atomicity 
is obtained. In a second step, the atomicity concern is addressed separately, leading 
to a program in which each statement mentions at most one shared variable. 
3.1. Problem speci$ca tion 
Let (L, .i) be a CPO in which all ascending chains are eventually constant. We 
are given a monotonic function f: LN + LN, N>O.Forp,q~Lwedefinep<qas 
p5q A pfq. With x=(x.0,x.1 ,..., x.( N - 1)) the relation 5 (and similarly <) is 
extended to LN in the standard manner: 
x5y dgf (Vi:O<i~i<N:x.i5y.i). 
Note that in (LN, 5) all ascending chains are eventually constant, since (L, 5 ) has 
this property. 
The problem is to compute the least fixed point of A i.e. an x E LN such that 
(0) x=$x, 
(1) (Vy:y<x:y#jIy). 
From the mathematical specification above we obtain a UNITY specification of 
the program FIX with variable x in a straightforward manner: 
[FP.FIX a x=$x A (Vy:y<x:y#jy)], (SO) 
true H FP.FIX. (Sl) 
Using a heuristic from sequential program derivation, we refine (SO) into a termina- 
tion condition and an invariant: 
[FP.FZX 3 x=$x], (S2) 
invariant (Vy : y < x : y #jy). (S3) 
Finally, we eliminate FP.FIX from (Sl) by strengthening the specification even 
further, replacing (Sl) and (S2) by: 
[FP.FIX = x=$x], (S4) 
true * x =Jx. (W 
Our refined specification consists now of (S3)-(S5). 
3.2. Derivation of a program 
Since x is a vector, say (x.0, x.1,. . . , x.(N - l)), we split f into (jO,jl, . , 
_/I( N - 1)) and propose to update all x.i concurrently. Note that sincef is monotonic, 
so are all the jIi. 
Our goal is to design programs FZX.i, 0 s i A i < N, with variables x.i such that 
FIX = ([Ii : : F1X.i). 
Rewriting (S4) in light of this we get 
[FP.(O i : : F1X.i) = (Vi : : x.i = (ji).x)] 
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which by the Composition Theorem for FP suggests to postulate for all i: 
[FP.(FIX.I’) = x.i = (Ji).x]. 
The simplest way to achieve this is to convert this last property directly into a 
program by reversing the substitution of := by = in the fixpoint predicate (note 
that from (S3) we derive the initial value for x.i). 
program FIX. i 
declare x : LN 
initially x.i= I 
assign x.i := (j2).x 
end 
Note that 
x = m unless x > m, (S6) 
x=m ensures x.i=(Ji).xvx>m, (S7) 
invariant (Vi : : x.iS (jIi).x) 68) 
can be proved straightforwardly about the above program. By the Composition 
Theorem for unless, (S6) holds in FIX as well. Hence (S7) also holds in FIX. 
Similarly, since stable (Vi : : x.i 5 (Ji).x) holds in FIX.j, for all j, by the monotonicity 
of the $i, (S8) holds in FIX 
It remains to show the validity of (S3) and (SS). 
Verification of (S3) 
Since the initial conditions were chosen so as to satisfy the invariant, all we need 
to show is stable (Vy : y < x : y Zjy) in FIX, which by the Composition Theorem 
for unless reduces to 
stable (Vy : y < x : y # jy) in FIX. i 
for all i. We will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 0. For monotonic g : A + A, and any a, b E A: 
ash A b<g.a + b#g.b. 
Proof. We observe for any a and b: 
a<b A b<g.a 
=9 {g monotonic} 
big.a A g.asg.6 
* {transitivity} 
b<g.b 
=2 {< irreflexive} 
b#g.b 
Now define g: LN + LN by 
g.x.j = 1 xi ifj# i, (C).x, ifj=i, 
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for all j. Clearly, g is monotonic. Also, x 5 g.x by (S8). Then we observe 
wp.“X.i := ($i).x”.(Vy : y < x : y #Jy) 
= {definition wp; definition g} 
(Vy:y<g.x:y#Jy) 
= {range splitting; x 5 g.x} 
(Vy:y<x:y#$y) A (Vy:xiyr,y<g.x:y#Jy) 
= {Lemma 0} 
(Vy:y<x:y#$y) 
which had to be proved. 
Verijication of (SS) 
We observe in FIX: 
true H x=$x 
+ {(Induction); all ascending chains are eventually constant} 
x=m H x=$x v x>m 
C= {(RHS rule)} 
x=rn t-3 (X=$XAX=m) v x>m 
e {(Completion) 
with Pi, Q.i, R:=x=m,x=m~x.i=(jIi).x,x>m} 
(Vi::x=m H (x=mAx.i=($i).x) v x>m) A 
(Vi : : x = m A x.i = (Ji).x unless x > m) 
We demonstrate each of the remaining proof obligations in turn. Concerning the 
first conjunct above we observe in FIX for any i: 
x=m H (x=mAx.i=($i).x) v x>m 
e {(PSP) with (S6) and predicate calculus] 
x=m b+ x.i=($i).x v x>m 
e {definition H} 
x = m ensures x.i = (jIi).x v x > m 
= 167)) 
true 
Continuing now with the second conjunct we observe for any i: 
x = m A x.i = ($i).x unless x > m in FIX 
= {Composition Theorem for unless} 
(vj : : x = m A x.i = ($i).x unless x > m in FIXj) 
whose proof from the program text is straightforward, using (S8). 
3.3. Reducing the grain of atomicity of the solution 
Each of the N statements in FIX contains N + 1 accesses to shared variables. In 
light of the monotonicity of the $i we propose to keep local copies of x which are 
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asynchronously. With local vectors a.i we then get the refined programs 
program FIX’. i 
declare x:LN 0 a.i:LN 
initially x.i = _L 0 (Vj : : a. i.j = l_) 
assign x.i:= (jIi).(a.i) 0 
a.i:= x 
end 
The grain of atomicity of the second statement is still too large. We therefore propose 
to update all a.i.j asynchronously: 
program FIX”. i 
declare x: LN !J a.i:LN 
initially x.i = I [ (Vj : : a.i.j = I) 
assign x.i:= (jIi).(a.i) 0 
([j : : a.i.j := x.j) 
end 
Note that (S6) still holds of FIX”. In addition, we have 
a.i = m unless a.i > m in FIX”. (S9) 
The following properties are similar to (S7), and are again proved straight- 
forwardly from the program text and the Composition Theorem for ensures (all 
properties are in FIX”): 
true ensures x.i = (_fi).(a.i), (SlO) 
true ensures a. i.j := x.j. (Sll) 
Analogous to (S8), we conjecture the following invariant in FIX”: 
invariant (Vi:: a.iix h x.iS (f.‘i).(a.i)). 612) 
Proof of (S12). Since it clearly holds initially, it is sufficient to show stability in all 
FIX”. k. 
wp.“x.k:= (jk).(a.k)“.(Vi:: a.i<x A x.i’(Ji).(a.i)) 
= {definition wp and predicate calculus} 
(Vi,j:j# k:a.i.j<x.j) A (Vi::a.i.ks(jIk).(a.k)) A 
(Vi: i# k:x.is(jIi).(a.i)) A (jIk).(a.k)<($k).(a.k) 
e {transitivity of :} 
(Vi,j:j#k:a.i.jSx.j) A (Vi::a.i.kSx.k A x.ks(jIk).(a.k)) A 
(Vi : i # k : x.i I (J.‘i).(a.i)) 
= {predicate calculus} 
(Vi:: a.iSx A x.iS(J:i).(a.i)) 
Now define b.k by 
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for all j. Then we observe 
wp.“a.k.l:=x.I”.(Vi::a.i~x A x.ii(jIi).(a.i)) 
= {definition wp and predicate calculus} 
(Vi,j:i#kAj#l:a.i.jsx.j) A x.Iix.1 A 
(Vi : i # k : x.i i ($i).(a.i)) A x.k 5 (fk).(b.k) 
G= {transitivity of 5 and predicate calculus} 
(Vi,j:i#kr\j#l:a.i.jsx.j) A 
(vi:i# k:x.ii(_fi).(a.i)) A 
x.ks ($k).(a.k) A ($k).(a.k) 5 (Jk).(b.k) 
+ {predicate calculus and monotonicity of $k} 
(Vi,j:i#kAj#l:a.i.jsx.j) A 
(Vi::x.i5(J:i).(a.i)) A a.k< b.k 
e {a.k< b.k C= a.k.15x.l) 
(Vi,j:i#kr,j#l:a.i.j5x.j) A 
(Vi :: x.i 5 (ji).(a.i)) A a.k.15 x.1 
= {predicate calculus} 
(Vi : : a.i 5 x A x.i 5 ($i).(a.i)) 
From (S12) property (S8) now follows. Indeed, we observe for any i: 
x.i 5 ($i).x 
C= {transitivity of 5) 
x.il($i).(a.i) A ($i).(a.i)5(Ji).x 
e ((S12); $i monotonic} 
a.i5x 
= {(S12)1 
true 
We now show that (S3) and (S5) hold in FIX” as well. 
Proof of (S3). Initially, the invariant is true vacuously. We now show stability. 
wp.“a.i.j := x.j”.(Vy : y < x : y #fy) 
= {a.i.j does not occur in (Vy :y i x:y #jIy)} 
(Vy:y<x:y#jIy) 
Next define d and e as 
ifj#i, 
if j = i, 
e.j = 
x.j, ifj#i, 
($9.4 ifj=i, 
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for all j. Then we observe 
wp.“x.i:= (f.‘i).(a.i)“.(Vy :y i x:y #$y) 
= {definition wp and d} 
(Vy:y<d:yf$y) 
-+ {Lemma 1 (below)} 
(Vy:y<e:y#$y) 
= {definition wp and e} 
wp.“x.i:= (jIi).x".(Vy :y < x:y #f.y) 
e {proof of first program} 
(Vy:y<x:yfJy) 
Lemma 1. d I e. 
Proof. 
= {definition 5) 
(Vj : : d.j 5 e.j) 
= {definition d and e} 
(Vj :j f i : x.jS x.j) h (jIi).(a.i) 5 ($i).x 
CG {predicate calculus; Ji monotonic} 
a.i5x 
= {(f312)1 
true 0 
Proof of (S5). Looking back at the progress proof of FIX in Section 3.2, we notice 
that 
x = m A x.i = ($i).x unless x > m 
still holds in all FIX”.j because of (S8). Hence, it is sufficient to show for all i 
and j: 
x = m - (x = m A x.i = (Ji).x) v x > m in FIX”. 
So we observe in FIX” for any i: 
x=m H (x=mhx.i=(Ji).x) v xtm 
-+ {strengthening (RHS rule) of H} 
x=m++(x=m~x.i=(J:i).(a.i)~a.i=x) v x>m 
+ {(Induction)} 
x=mr\a.i=k- 
(x= m A a.i> k) v (x=m ~X.i=(ji).(a.i)~ a.i=x) v x>m 
+ {(RHS rule) for ++} 
x=mAa.i=k- 
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(x = in A u.i > k) v 
(x = m A x.i = (_fi).(u.i) A a.i =x A a.i = k) v x > m 
e {(Completion)} 
(x=mAa.i=k- 
(x = m A a.i> k) v (x = m A x.i = ($i).(u.i) A u.i = k) v x > m) A 
(Vj:::x=mr\u.i=kw 
(x=m~u.i>k) v (x=m~u.i.j=x.jAu.i=k) v x>m) A 
(x = m A u.i = k A x.i = (_fi).(u.i) unless 
(x=mAu.i>k) v x>m) A 
(Vj : : x = m A U. i = k A a. i.j = x.j unless 
(x=mr\u.iSk) v x>m) 
The third and fourth conjuncts above are proved straightforwardly from the program 
text. Now we continue to massage the first conjunct: 
x=mAu.i=k- 
(x = m A u.i > k) v (x = m A x.i = ($i).(u.i) A u.i = k) v x > m 
= {predicate calculus} 
x=mAu.i=k- 
(((x.i=(fi).(u.i)~u.i=k) v u.i>k) A x=m) v x>m 
-+ {(PSP) with (S6)) 
u.i = k ++ (x.i = (fi).(u.i) A u.i = k) v u.i > k 
G= {(PSP) with (S9)) 
true H x.i = ($i).(u.i) 
= {(S10)1 
true 
The second conjunct is proved analogously using (Sll) instead of (SlO). 
4. Discussion 
The implementation of UNITY programs is in general complicated by the require- 
ment that each multiple assignment statement be executed as a single atomic action. 
The significance of Reynold’s condition is that for programs that obey it the atomicity 
requirement can be dropped. Below we briefly sketch an implementation strategy 
for a parallel programming language such as ADA. This strategy can also be used 
to obtain implementations for languages based on message passing, either syn- 
chronous (e.g. CSP, OCCAM) or asynchronous (e.g. SR, NIL). See [2] for a 
comprehensive discussion of concurrent programming languages. 
In the case of ADA, each component program is implemented by a task. Each 
shared variable is a separate task with entry declarations (synchronization points) 
for reading and writing. Each statement “x := e if b” of the program is translated 
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into the target language by evaluating the condition b, evaluating the list e of 
expressions on the right-hand side of the multiple assignment, and finally assigning 
those values to the list x of variables on the left-hand side. Statements within a 
component UNITY program can be performed sequentially without compromising 
the correctness argument: the sequential execution of statements is just a special 
case of an arbitrary interleaving. In most concurrent programming languages, 
fairness is guaranteed by the implementation. Termination (fixpoint) detection is 
performed using standard techniques of stability detection [3]. This concludes our 
discussion of an implementation strategy. Following this strategy, the author imple- 
mented the programs of Sections 2 and 3 in ADA in about one afternoon. 
Unconditional fairness [8] is crucial for the correctness of both programs we 
designed. Without the assumption of fairness, the progress requirements (in our 
case: reaching a fixpoint) are not met. The fact that fairness is tagged on to most 
proof systems as an afterthought (by restricting the set of admissible computations) 
has greatly complicated existing verification techniques. In UNITY, fairness is 
captured in the definition of ensures by the use of an existential quantifier, i.e. the 
existence of a “helpful transition” is sufhcient to guarantee progress. We prefer this 
axiomatic way of dealing with fairness, because it simplifies our reasoning. 
But UNITY is promising in other respects as well. It invites the programmer to 
do most of the work in the specification domain, thereby facilitating a top-down, 
calculational approach to parallel program design. Other work in this direction 
[9,17, 181 also supports this conclusion. 
More work is needed, however, on the formulation ofnew proof rules for top-down 
development. Many existing rules are ill-suited for this purpose in that they consist 
of simple hypotheses and a complicated conclusion (cf. (PSP), (Conjunction), and 
(Disjunction) rules for unless). Since working top-down involves matching up parts 
of the specification with suitable proof rules, and then applying those rules in 
reverse, there is often no straightforward way to do this. Contrast this with the shape 
of the (Induction) rule for H and the way it was applied in the two examples. 
A complication in UNITY is that ++ is not compositional, i.e. 
P-QinF, P++QinG 
P-Q in FUG 
is not a valid proof rule. Instead, ensures needs to be used for program composition. 
There are a few special cases in which ++ does compose (cf. the last rule of Section 
1.4 and the way it is applied in Section 2.2). More work is needed to identify 
additional specialized rules of this sort. 
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